
THE USE OF PHOTO-ELECTRIC TURBIDOMETRY IN
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HEMATOCRITS, AND HEMOGLOBIN

By J. H. WHITLOCK, PH.D.

ECENT medical literature contains several reports of the use of photo-electric

turbidometers in the determination of blood counts and hematocrits. Al-

though many accounts praise the accuracy and rapidity of the method, most of

them have described paradoxical phenomena which have made technicians slow

to adopt the technic as routine.

However, the paper by Richardson (1943) in which he summarizes the literature

and makes his own contribution in the physics of turbidometry helps resolve many

of these paradoxes. In essence the accepted views are to the effect that when a beam

of light is passed through a turbid solution some of the light is absorbed and some

is scattered by the particles in suspension. The net effect is that the extinction of

light is proportional to the total projected area of the particles in suspension if

there are not so many of them as to cause overlapping of their shadows.

Since agitation of properly prepared suspensions of blood in saline produces no

fluctuation of the galvanometer of a photo-electric device, it seems obvious that

the total projected area is a constant for any one suspension. If we could divide the

total shadow by the number of cells interfering with the light, we could find an

average shadow. Such a statistic would reflect both the size and shape of the red

cell in suspension. It should be related to the form factor which is so difilcult to

determine in conductivity measurements of cell volume (Ponder, 1944).

Determination of the average shadow for various normal and abnormal bloods

seemed to be an excellent way of predicting the reactions of the turbidometer to

such suspensions. Accurate scale models of blood cells were made from measure-

ments given by Ponder (i���) for sheep, rabbit, and human blood and by Haden

(1940) for various abnormal human bloods. These were placed in a special holding

device and projected by sunlight on to paper of uniform thickness. Each model was

then oriented through � of obstruction of the light between maximum and mini-

mum obstruction and a tracing made of the shadow at each io#{176}interval. Due pre-

caution was taken to keep the drawing surface perpendicular to the light source

and parallel to the axis of rotation of the model. Each shadow tracing was then

weighed and multiplied by the cosine of the angle of the model with the light.

The sums of such products for each model were divided by the sum of the cosine

values. The value thus resulting was in turn divided by the weight-area value for

the paper to give the average shadow for the model. The use of thecosine weighting

device was necessitated by the fact that all the angles of obstruction of the light

were not in fact equally probable. It is rather remarkable that the figures obtained

after such extended calculation agree closely with those obtained by assuming that

the average shadow was an ellipse whose major axis was the diameter of the ccli

and whose minor axis was the average of the thickness and the diameter.
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464 PHOTO-ELECTRIC TURBIDOMETRY

Figure x illustrates the relationship between the average shadow and cell volume

from the data given by Ponder (i���) and Haden (1940).

Note that with the data given by Ponder the shadow volume relationship seems

to fall along a straight line indicating that for some species at least it is a constant.

Note also that for the abnormal bloods a characteristic deviation from the normal

constant is observed. The disparity between the normals given by Ponder and

Haden is due to the fact that the latter author based his measurements on dried

smears while the former used saline or plasma suspensions. This figure explains

why Shohl (1940) found that with microcytic anemia the turbidometer overesti-

mated the cell volume while with pernicious anemia the turbidometer underesti-

i = Sheep (Ponder)

2. = Rabbit (Ponder)

3 = Human (Ponder)

Abcissa: cell volume

FIG. i. AVERAGE SHADOW AND CELL VOLUME

a = Normal human (Haden) d = Microcytic anemia (Haden)

b = Pernicious anemia (Haden) e = Hemolytic jaundice (Haden)

c = Obstructive jaundice (Haden)

Ordinate: average shadow

mated it. It also explains why Blum (i��) found that the cells in hypotonic saline

showed a reduced shadow, whereas with hypertonic saline the shadow was in-

creased. Changes in the maximum diameter of the cell have a disproportionately

large effect on the shadow and do not of necessity parallel the volume changes.

METHOD

For our work we have used the Klett-Summerson photo-electric colorimeter,

an automatic pipetting device, Sahli pipers and a modified Ringer’s solution. The
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automatic pipetting device discharged � cc. ofthe Ringer’s solution* into the Kdett-

Summerson tubes. Twenty cu. mm. of heparinized blood were added and the whole

shaken in an eccentric shaking device for 10 or 15 minutes. For calibration of the

turbidometer readings, counts of the cells in suspension were made using the same

hemocytometer chamber throughout. Since it was statistically desirable to count

as many squares as possible, eighteen squares from each blood sample were photo-

graphed with a Leica camera and photomicrographic attachment. These were later

projected with a Novex projector and counted. Nine squares were photographed

in each chamber. In some of the later experiments duplicate samples with � and

10 cc. of diluent were made. In these only nine fields from one chamber were re-

corded for each dilution. For calibration against hematocrits, horse and sheep

samples were run in Wintrobe tubes for two hours at from 35C0 to 4000 rpm. Pack-

ing seemed to be complete at this time and speed. Cow samples did not pack even

after six and one-half hours.

In preliminary experiments, duplicate samples of hemolyzed and nonhemolyzed

blood were run with the green, the red, and blue filters supplied with the machine.

As was to be expected, readingsf were highest with the blue filter, but the hemo-

lyzed blood was as high or higher than the nonhemolyzed. With the green filter

(the proper one for spectrophotelometric determination of hemoglobin) the turbid-

ity reading was higher than the hemolyzed sample. The difference between the two

was of the same order of magnitude as the red filter turbidity reading. Hemolyzed

blood (oxyhemoglobin) did not deflect the galvanometer at all with the red filter.

It seemed probable therefore that the red filter turbidity reading was due chiefly to

the scattering effect, and the extinction of light due to the absorption by hemo-

globin was essentially nullified when it was used.

RESULTS

Figure 2. illustrates the results obtained from 46 parallel determinations of red

cell counts and red filter turbidity readings using anemic and normal sheep blood.

The standard errors of the counts ran from 2. to 4 cells. It is obvious that this is in-

adequate to account for all the deviation from the regression. In part of the data

figured, the turbidity readings and counts were made with � and 10 cc. of diluent.

There was a marked tendency for counts from the same individual to fall in the

same zone with respect to the regression line. This would indicate that a consider-

able proportion of the spread is due to variations in cell volume between different

individuals. In other words, the accuracy of the technic using the turbidometer

alone is limited by the variation in cell volume and by the accuracy of the pipetting

technic. Figure 3 illustrates �6 parallel determinations of hematocrit and red filter

turbidity with sheep blood. No practical way presented itself of determining the

hematocrit error. Deviations from the line are due to three factors: pipetting error,

* Formula of Ringer’s solution: NaCI 0.9%, KCI o.042.%, CaCI o.oi.�%, NaHCO3 o.oi%. Gower’s

solution, recommended by other workers, causes marked hemolysis of sheep erythrocytes.

t Since the dial of the Klett-Summerson machine is calibrated in logarithmic units, all references to

readings in this paper refer to such units. With most photo-electric devices, the dial readings will have

to be transformed to logarithms in order to confirm the reported data.
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Ordinate: turbidometric reading

0 = Mean
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hematocrit error, and shifts in the volume shadow relationship. If we equate the

regressions in figures 2. and 3, the average cell volume for these sheep can be calcu-

lated. It equals 2.8.1 cu. �

In 44 determinations of the relationship between the hematocrits and red filter

turbidity readings of anemic and normal horse blood, a distribution similar to figure

3 was obtained. The regression coefficient* for the horse blood was 1.557 and for

the sheep blood was 2.. � 54, which offers some substantiation for the belief that with

some mammals the cell shadow/volume relationship is a constant. With io samples

of cow blood the regression coefficient was 2.903. Whether this was due to our

inability to get the cells to pack properly or to some fundamental difference in the

shape of the bovine blood cells could not be determined.

The possibility that turbidometry with a green filter could measure hemoglobin

was first explored by Drabkin and Singer (1939), who concluded that with cell

suspensions the total extinction of light was not simply equivalent to the loga-

rithm of the extinction of light due to absorption by hemoglobin plus the loga-

rithm of the extinction of light due to the scattering effect. However, this

conclusion does not seem of too great practical importance. The important problem

to be solved is: are the values obtained by the difference between the green filter

and red filter turbidometry on a single sample intimately related to the hemoglobin

concentration of that sample?

Drabkin and Singer (op. cit.) indicate that the absorption of light by hemoglobin

is nullified at 630 p. If we consider that their readings at this point represent the

extinction due to the scattering effect of the red cells and subtract these values from

values obtained on the same suspensions at 540/1, the differences are related linearly

and closely to the hemoglobin values given by the same authors.

In our present work we have accumulated �6 determinations of red and green

filter turbidity readings and parallel acid hematin determinations on sheep and

horse blood. In these data the acid hematin readings were equal to the green filter

turbidometric readings minus the red filter turbidometric readings with a standard

deviation of 9.2. points. That the agreement was so close to the acid hematin read-

ings is probably due to some peculiarity of the machine. With other types of ma-

chine the relationship is probably with some other function of the oxyhemoglobin

(which seems to be the pigment measured by turbidometry). However, this fact

is by itself not proof that the difference is really a measure of hemoglobin concen-

tration. Accordingly the individual deviations from the regression of the red

filter on the green filter readings and of the regression of the red filter on the acid

hematin readings were determined. These were then coded by addition to eliminate

the minus signs. If the difference between red and green filter reading measured the

hemoglobin, the deviation should correspond with the deviation on the same

sample of the red filter readings on the acid hematin. A regression equation was

then calculated to determine if the deviations were independent. Submitting the

results to analysis of variance we find:

mean hematocrit
* Theoretical regression coefficients = . .

mean galvinometer reading
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468 PHOTO-ELECTRIC TURBIDOMETRY

Degrees of Sum of Mean
Source of variation freedom squares square

Total ii68�

Regression i 62.35 62.3 5*

Deviation from regression 54 5452. 101

* F = 61.l** (Snedecor, 1940).

Obviously, then, the difference between the red and green filter readings is inti-

mately correlated with the hemoglobin concentration, or, in other words, there is

here some evidence that the green filter turbidity reading may represent a composite

of the scattering effect of the red cell plus absorption due to hemoglobin.

The variances of the different regression equations which indicate the accuracy

of the technic are as follows:

Regression Variance

Red filter on count 112.

Red filter on hematocrit 701

Green filter-red filter difference on acid hematin 84.5

It is not illogical to suppose that the much larger variance in the hematocrit data

is inherit in the hematocrit. The best estimate of the error in the technic itself is

provided by the other two variances. The sources of error in the cell count data

have already been discussed. The errors in the hemoglobin determinaticn by tur-

bidometry are of such a nature that extensive exploration of their source is possible.

The potential sources of error in such determinations are: (i) the error asscciated

with changing the filter, (2.) a potential systematic error associated with the

pipetting machine, since it had to be calibrated for each change of solution, (�)
the machine error, (�) the pipetting error.

In obtaining the data for the relationship between the green filter turbidity and

hemoglobin, the filter was changed once each day between each series of red filter

readings and green filter readings. It was necessary to allow the machine to recon-

dition itself to the change of filter and to reset the zero mark. If there was marked

error in this change, analysis of variance between and within the day should

demonstrate it.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF EFFECT OF CHANGING FILTERS ON REGRESSION OF RED FILlER ON GREEN

FILTER READINGS

Degrees of Sum of Mean

Source of variation freedom squares square

Deviationsfromregression 54 �

Betwecndays 6 108.4 i8.o6

Withindays 48 52.6.6 10.9

The F test for these data is nonsignificant, indicating a small error in changing

the filter.

The pipetting machine was calibrated once each day for the saline and once each

day for the N/ia HCI. Analysis of variance of the regression of acid hematin read-

ings on the green filter minus the red filter readings yielded the following infor-

mation.
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Degrees of Sum of Mean

Source oJ Variation freedom squares square

Deviations from regression 54 4565 84.54

Betweendays 6 541.5 90.33

\Vithindays 48 402.2.5 83.5

Apparently the technic of calibrating the pipetting machine was adequate.

To estimate the other sources of error a special experiment was devised. Four

Sahli pipets were labeled, four containers filled with one discharge of saline from

the pipetting machine, four with two, four with three, and four with four. These

dilutions were repeated with N/ia HC1. The pipets were then assigned at random

to each complete set ofeight containers. Twenty cu. mm. subsamples ofblood from

the same individual were then placed in each container and mixed thoroughly.

Red and green filter turbidity readings were recorded for each saline sample and

acid hematin for the acid solutions.

From the data resulting, the standard deviation of the regression of the red filter

on green filter readings was 1.64, demonstrating a negligible machine error. Anal-

ysis of variance of the between and within pipet error was as follows:

Degrees of Sum of Mean
Source of variation freedom squares square

Total 2.8 399 14.2.

Between pipets 3 157 51.3*

Within pipets 2.5 2.42. 9.68
* F = 5 .40.

This demonstrates that the pipet error is large and important and that accurately

calibrated pipets will be a great asset to the technic. Since many grossly inaccurate

pipets were eliminated from our stock by a simplified recalibration technic before

these experiments were ever started, the lack of accurate glassware is convincingly

demonstrated.

DIscussIoN

Analysis of the present data and the literature allows fairly accurate delineation

of the areas of usefulness of blood turbidometry. As long as the cells in suspension

do not deviate markedly from the normal in shape or in volume, figures obtained

by blood turbidometry can be translated directly into counts or hematocrits with

considerable accuracy. In interpreting counts of normal cells, the only important

errors in such translation are the pipetting error, which need not be larger than

that in the standard technic, and the error due to normal variations in cell volume.

Fatigue errors, errors due to inaccuracies of the counting chamber, and errors due

to the Poisson distribution are thereby largely eliminated.

The standard hematocrit technics are not so accurate as the counting technics,

yet translation of figures obtained by turbidometry into hematocrits can be made

with comparable accuracy.

If the red blood cells are abnormal in shape and/or volume, translation of

turbidometric figures into counts and hematocrits becomes an inaccurate procedure.

However, it should be noted that deviations from the normal are accurately re-

flected in the turbidometric reading. Such error as is present is inherent in the

process of translation and not in the reading itself.
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470 PHOTO-ELECTRIC TURBIDOMETRY

Therefore, the chief use of the turbidometer is as a screening device to separate

normal from anemic individuals. This it should do with considerable accuracy and

with a marked saving of the technician’s time.

Ponder (1935), using a green filter, has reported results which would indicate

that turbidometry, as used in his experiments, is grossly more inaccurate than

routine counting technics with normal bloods. This is not confirmed in the present

data. Part of the discrepancy in conclusion is probably due to the fact that he used

a green filter which introduces the variable of hemoglobin concentration into the

data. As far as inspection of our data can demonstrate, the hemoglobin concentra-

tion and cell volume vary independently within certain limits in normal animals.

Likewise Ponder (op. cit.) indicates that he expects a ±3 per cent error (expressed

as standard error) in his counting technic. Berkson (1944) demonstrates that the

true error (expressed as twice the standard deviation) of the typical routine red

cell count is more likely to fall within limits of ±i6 per cent.* Even with perfect

technic and glassware the irreducible field error (due to the dispersion of cells in

the field) is of the order of 8.2. per cent (twice the coefficient of variation) for a

count of 500 cells. (The usual number counted to arrive at a determination of five

million cells per cubic mm.)

Turbidometry alone will not diagnose the type of anemia from which a patient

is suffering. Where turbidometry indicates a deficiency of blood elements, two

supplementary independent measures of cell volume and shape are needed for exact

diagnosis. Since they are standardized, most workers will use the red cell count and

hematocrit as the supplemental technics. However, there is reason to believe that

other technics may be developed which are more rapid and perhaps more accurate.

One such technic consists of examining the cell suspension in ether-washed and

alcohol-washed chambers with a Haden-Hausser erythrocytometer. This gives a

measure of the cells in suspension as they are and as spherocytes and provides an

estimate of anisocytosis. However, such a technic is not yet practical.

As illustrated in figure i, the deviation of the actual from the expected red count

and hematocrit is in itself an aid in the diagnosis of anemia. Thus, in the leptocytic

anemias, turbidometry will overestimate the count and hematocrit, whereas in

the spherocytic anemias they will be underestimated. Since the deviation of the
turbidometric readings is characteristic, once the diagnosis of anemia is established,

the response to treatment can be followed by turbidometry alone.

Determination of hemoglobin by the difference between green and red filter

turbidity readings rests upon a shakier theoretical basis than does the use of the

red filter turbidometry alone. Definitive confirmation of its accuracy can only come

from work upon a large series of hypo- and hyperchromic anemias. Unfortunately,

these are not available to us clinically at present. However, thus far we have justi-

fication for assuming that green filter turbidometry represents a composite of scat-

tering plus hemoglobin absorption. Except in the case of high normal readings,

however, there is probably little justification for translating the green filter galva-

nometer reading into counts and hematocrits as Blum (1945) suggested. In perni-

* [This figure is for routine red cell counts as done by various technicians in hospital laboratories

with uncalibrated pipets, chambers, etc-EDIToR.]
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cious anemia, the enlarged hemoglobin component tends to cancel out the deficient

cellular component due to spheromorphism when the green filter is used alone. On

the other hand the disparity between the relatively high green filter reading corn-

pared with the relatively low red filter reading with this type of anemia should be

very suggestive of this disease. It is not inconceivable that turbidometry alone

could diagnose mild cases of this disease. Similarly, in hypochrornic microcytic

anemias, the cellular component is increased because of the leptocytic condition,

whereas the relative hemoglobin content is reduced. Again the potential disparity

between the two may be of considerable diagnostic aid. Even if determination of

hemoglobin by turbidometry does not prove sufficiently accurate, the area of the

relationship between red filter turbidometry and hemoglobin concentration may

yield considerable data of diagnostic importance.

Each photo-electric device used in blood turbidometry must be calibrated in order

to translate the readings back to numbers with which clinicians are familiar. Such

calibration for counts should be done with both � and io cc. of diluent and on as

many individuals as possible. The result ofsuch calibration can be listed in tabular

form to facilitate translation. Hernatocrit calibration is easy in horses and sheep

but is difficult in cattle, due to the failure of the erythrocytes of the latter to pack
adequately. Calibration of a photo-electric device for determination of hemoglobin

by turbidometry should probably be done directly, i.e., the difference between the

red and green filter readings determined for a blood sample whose hemoglobin

content has been previously determined by some accurate chemical method. Since

the pipets at present available are not highly accurate, they should be recalibrated,

and in addition the green filter-red filter difference should be determined on a num-

ber of samples of the standard blood.

The fact that both theoretical considerations and our present experiments indi-

cate that the shadow-volume relationship is a constant in many species is of con-

siderable interest. One possible explanation for the present data which supports

such a view is that the cells become crenated or spherocytic as a result of the action

of the saline. However, many of the suspensions were examined for evidence of

crenation without ever finding any great amount. In addition the fact that ether-

washed and alcohol-washed chambers filled with the same suspension usually

gave a consistently different reading in the Haden-Hausser erythrocytometer is

further evidence that the cells in suspension were relatively unchanged. The as-

sumption that the suspending media distorts the cells relatively little allows us to

explain with a simple unifying theory the results obtained in the present work as

well as the peculiar phenomena observed by Blum (op. cit.) and Shohl (op. cit.).

The author, of course, cannot defend the proposition that the cell in saline is the

same as the cell in the circulating blood, but it seems reasonable to assume that if

the saline produces any changes they are of such a nature that they are consistent

with the measurements of Ponder (op. cit.) and Haden (op. cit.). The absence of

agitation effect in suspensions of blood in saline in the photelometer is not evi-

dence per se of crenation or of induced spheromorphism. Since so many cells in the

suspension are in the path of the beam of light, lack of fluctuation of the galva-

nometer merely indicates that the total shadow is unaffected by the speed at which
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472. PHOTO-ELECTRIC TURBIDOMETRY

the cells are gyrating or rotating. As a matter of fact, a good indication of the

average shadow from the models used could have been obtained by setting them to

rotating rapidly in front of light sensitive paper and determining the periphery of

the true average shadow by the midpoint of maximum and minimum darkness of

the developed paper. It must also be noted that some accuracy has been sacrificed
in the Klett-Summerson instrument so that minor fluctuations might not be

apparent.

Ponder (193 5) offers some proof of this linear relationship between shadow and

volume by demonstrating a linear relationship between average shadow and opac-

ity constants for the blood of man, sheep, rabbit, ox, and cat. In this case, the

opacity constants represent figures necessary to make turbidometric reading-cell

count curves coincide for the different species. Since, in such translation,the volume

is an assumed constant, the relationship is thereby demonstrated.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

i. Blood turbidometry is recommended as a screening technic for distinguishing

between anemic and nonanemic individuals.

i. Blood turbidometry must be supplemented by other technics for an exact

diagnosis of the type of anemia. However, with such help it makes its own con-

tribution to the accuracy of the diagnosis.

3. Blood turbidometry alone would seem to be capable of following an anemic

individual’s response to therapy once the proper diagnosis is established.

4. Determination of hemoglobin concentration by turbidometry appears as a

distinct possibility. However, further investigation is necessary to validate its

utility.

5. Evidence is accumulated that the shadow-volume relationship is a constant

in several species.
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